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Abstract. To test the effectiveness of process discovery algorithms, a Process Discovery Contest (PDC) has been set up. This PDC uses a classification approach to measure this effectiveness: The better the discovered model can classify whether or not a new trace conforms to the event log, the better the discovery algorithm is supposed to be. Unfortunately, even the state-of-the-art fully-automated discovery algorithms score poorly on this classification. Even the best of these algorithms, the Inductive Miner, scored only 147 correct classified traces out of 200 traces on the PDC of 2017. This paper introduces the rule-based log skeleton model, which is closely related to the Declare constraint model, together with a way to classify traces using this model. This classification using log skeletons is shown to score better on the PDC of 2017 than state-of-the-art discovery algorithms: 194 out of 200. As a result, one can argue that the fully-automated algorithm to construct (or: discover) a log skeleton from an event log outperforms existing state-of-the-art fully-automated discovery algorithms.

1 Introduction

In the area of process mining [3], we typically distinguish three main fields: process discovery, process conformance, and process enhancement. Process discovery deals with discovering a process model from an event log. Process conformance checks the conformance between a process model and an event log. Process enhancement enriches a process model using an event log with, for example, resource (who did what?) or timing (how long did it take?) information.

In the field of process discovery, many discovery algorithms have been proposed in the past. Example of such process discovery algorithms include the Alpha Miner [1], the ILP Miner [10][12], the Heuristics Miner [9], the Declare Miner [4], and the Inductive Miner [7]. All these algorithms aim to discover some process model from an event log, where the process model discovered depends on the algorithm used. For example, the Alpha Miner discovers a workflow net [2], the ILP Miner a Petri net [6], the Heuristics Miner a heuristics net [9], the Declare Miner a rule-based constraint model [4], and the Inductive Miner a process tree [3].

To test the effectiveness of the different discovery algorithms, recently, a Process Discovery Contest (PDC) [5] has been set up. The goal of the PDC is to check which of the existing discovery algorithms yield the best process models. To achieve this goal, the PDC typically contains 10 different event logs from which a process model needs
to be discovered. To be able to decide which discovery algorithm yields better models, for every event log a set of 20 traces is provided. For these 20 traces it is known that 10 traces are from the same process as the event log, and that 10 traces are not. The better the discovered model classifies these 20 traces into positive and negative traces, the better the discovery algorithm is supposed to be.

The typical approach for this classification problem is to use the results from the process conformance field: We simply check which of these 20 traces conform to the discovered model. These conforming traces are then classified as positive, while the others are classified as negative.

In this paper, we reverse the roles of the process discovery and the classification: If having good process discovery algorithm results in having good classifications, then a having good classifications results in having a good discovery algorithm. As a result, instead of aiming for another discovery algorithm that classifies well, we aim for a good classification algorithm and assume that this discovers well.

The models that are automatically constructed for the classification algorithm as proposed by this paper are called log skeletons, and they are closely related to the Declare constraint models. In fact, these log skeletons include a number of Declare constraints \cite{4}, but they also include some new constraints that are not found in Declare. The results of the PDC of 2017 show that with this fully automated classification algorithm we outplay all automated discovery algorithms. Of the 200 traces that needed to be classified, the participating automated discovery algorithms (which includes the Inductive Miner) classified at most 153 traces correctly, whereas our classification algorithm classifies 194 traces correctly. As a result of this, the algorithm that constructs the log skeleton model could be considered to be a very good discovery algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 introduces the necessary concepts for the section to follow, like activity logs etc. Note that in this paper we restrict event logs to activity logs, as the only information we use from the event is the name of the activity involved. By taking an event log, and by replacing every event with the involved activity name, we obtain an activity log. Second, Section 3 defines the log skeleton model. Third, Section 4 shows how the log skeleton models are visualized to the user, which allows the user to inspect the discovered model. Fourth, Section 5 defines how the log skeleton models of an activity log are used to classify the traces as positive or negative. Fifth, Section 6 shows how the entire approach has been implemented in ProM 6 \cite{8}. Sixth, Section 7 shows the promising results of our implemented approach on the PDC of 2017. Last, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

Although an event log can conceptually be seen as a set of sequences of events (as every event can be assumed to be unique), an activity log needs to be a bag (or multi-set) of sequences of activities.

Definition 1 (Bags). If $S$ is a set, then $B(S)$ denotes the set of all bags over $S$. For a $B \in B(S)$ and a $s \in S$, $B(s)$ denotes the number of times $s$ occurs in $B$ (often called the cardinality of $s$ in $B$). Note that the set $S$ can also be considered to be a bag over $S$, namely the bag $B$ such that $B(s) = 1$ if $s \in S$ and $B(s) = 0$ otherwise.
Table 1: Activity log $L_1$ in tabular form.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_1 = \langle a_1, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_4, a_2, a_5, a_7 \rangle$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_2 = \langle a_1, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_3, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_4, a_3, a_5, a_6, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_7 \rangle$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_3 = \langle a_1, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_3, a_4, a_5, a_7 \rangle$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_4 = \langle a_1, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_3, a_4, a_5, a_7 \rangle$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_5 = \langle a_1, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_4, a_3, a_5, a_6, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_7 \rangle$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_6 = \langle a_1, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_6 \rangle$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_7 = \langle a_1, a_5, a_6, a_4, a_5, a_7 \rangle$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_8 = \langle a_1, a_5, a_6, a_4, a_3, a_5, a_8 \rangle$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_9 = \langle a_1, a_3, a_4, a_5, a_8 \rangle$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{10} = \langle a_1, a_4, a_2, a_5, a_6, a_4, a_2, a_5, a_6, a_3, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_8 \rangle$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{11} = \langle a_1, a_4, a_2, a_5, a_7 \rangle$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{12} = \langle a_1, a_4, a_2, a_5, a_8 \rangle$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{13} = \langle a_1, a_4, a_3, a_5, a_7 \rangle$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{14} = \langle a_1, a_4, a_3, a_5, a_8 \rangle$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use $[x, y, z]$ to denote the bag containing one element $x$, two elements $y$, and one element $z$. We use $\emptyset$ to denote the empty bag.

Let $A$ be the universe of activities. The example set of activities $A_1 \subseteq A$ contains the activities $a_1, \ldots, a_8$, that is, $A_1 = \{a_1, \ldots, a_8\}$.

**Definition 2 (Activity trace).** An activity trace $\sigma$ over a set of activities $A \subseteq A$ is a sequence of activities, that is, $\sigma \in A^\ast$.

We use $\langle x, y, z, y \rangle$ to denote the sequence containing first an element $x$, second an element $y$, third an one element $z$, and fourth and last another element $y$. An example trace $\sigma_1$ over $A_1$ is $\sigma_1 = \langle a_1, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_4, a_2, a_5, a_7 \rangle$. We use $\emptyset$ to denote the empty sequence.

A sequence can be projected on a subset of its elements in the usual way: $\sigma_1 \mid \{a_1, a_7, a_5\} = \langle a_1, a_7 \rangle$. We use $\uparrow(\sigma)$ and $\downarrow(\sigma)$ to denote the first and the last activity in the (non-empty) trace $\sigma$. As examples, $\uparrow(\sigma_1) = a_1$ and $\downarrow(\sigma_1) = a_7$. Furthermore, we use $|\sigma|$ to count the elements in the trace $\sigma$ and we use $\sigma \# \sigma'$ to count how often the non-empty trace $\sigma'$ occurs as subtrace in the trace $\sigma$. As examples, $|\sigma_1| = 13$, $\sigma_1 \# \langle a_2, a_4, a_5 \rangle = 2$, $\emptyset \# \langle a_2, a_4, a_5 \rangle = 0$, and $\sigma_1 \# \langle a_6, a_7 \rangle = 0$.

**Definition 3 (Activity log).** An activity log $L$ over a set of activities $A \subseteq A$ is a bag of activity traces over $A$, that is, $L \in \mathcal{B}(A^\ast)$.

Table 1 shows an example activity log over $A_1$, which contains 20 traces and 14 different traces.

An activity log $L$ over a set of activities $A \subseteq A$ can be projected on a subset of activities, which projects every trace in the log to that subset of activities. As an example, $L_1 \mid \{a_1, a_7, a_8\} = \left[ \langle a_1, a_7 \rangle^9, \langle a_1, a_8 \rangle^{11} \right]$. 
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3 Log Skeleton

For the log skeleton, we extend every activity trace with an artificial start activity $\alpha$ and
an artificial end activity $\omega$, as we believe making the start and end of an activity trace
explicit gives a better picture of the activity log in the end. For this reason, we introduce
the concepts of extended traces and extended logs.

**Definition 4 (Artificial start and end activity).** The activity $\alpha \in A$ is an artificial
activity that denotes the start of a trace. Likewise, the activity $\omega \in A$ is an artificial
activity that denotes the end of a trace.

**Definition 5 (Extended set of activities).** Let $A \subseteq A$ be a set of activities such that
$\alpha, \omega \in A \setminus A$. Then $\overline{A} = A \cup \{\alpha, \omega\}$ is the extended set of activities of $A$.

As an example, $A_1 = \{\alpha, a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_7, a_8, \omega\}$.

**Definition 6 (Extended trace).** Let $\sigma = (a, \ldots, a')$ be an activity trace over a set of
activities $A$ such that $\alpha, \omega \in A \setminus A$. Then $\overline{\sigma} = (\alpha, a, \ldots, a', \omega)$ is the
extended trace of $\sigma$.

As an example, $\overline{\sigma_1} = (\alpha, a_1, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_2, a_4, a_5, a_6, a_2, a_5, a_7, \omega)$.

**Definition 7 (Extended log).** Let $L$ be an activity log over some set of activities $A \in A$
such that $\alpha, \omega \in A \setminus A$. Then $\overline{L} = [\sigma | \sigma \in L]$ is the extended log of $L$.

Having defined the extended log with extended traces, we can now define the main
model in this paper: log skeletons.

**Definition 8 (Log skeleton).** Let $L$ be an activity log over some set of activities $A \in A$.
The log skeleton of $L$ is denoted $S_L$ and is defined as $(R_{eq}^L, R_{aa}^L, R_{ab}^L, R_{nt}^L, R_{df}^L, C_{df}^L, C_{sum}^L, C_{min}^L, C_{max}^L)$, where:

- $R_{eq}^L \subseteq (\overline{A} \times \overline{A})$ is an equivalence relation such that

$$((a, a') \in R_{eq}^L) \Leftrightarrow \left( \forall \sigma \in \overline{L}, |\sigma[\{a\}]| = |\sigma[\{a'\}]| \right),$$

that is, two activities are related by $R_{eq}^L$ if and only if they occur equally often in
every trace. This equivalence relation has no direct counterpart in Declare, but it
is straightforward that this relation implies the co-existence constraint.

- $R_{aa}^L \subseteq (\overline{A} \times \overline{A})$ is a transitive and non-reflexive always-after relation such that

$$((a, a') \in R_{aa}^L) \Leftrightarrow \left( \forall \sigma \in \overline{L}, (\sigma[\{a\}] = \{\}) \lor (\sigma[\{a, a'\}] = a') \right),$$

that is, two activities are related by $R_{aa}^L$ if and only if after any occurrence of the
first activity the second activity always occurs. The always-after relation corre-
sponds to the succession constraint in Declare.
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- \( R^{ab}_L \subseteq (A \times A) \) is a transitive and non-reflexive always-before relation such that
  \[
  ((a, a') \in R^{ab}_L) \Leftrightarrow \left( \forall \sigma \in L. (\sigma\{a\} = \langle \rangle) \lor (\uparrow(\sigma\{a, a'\}) = a') \right),
  \]
  that is, two activities are related by \( R^{ab}_L \) if and only if before any occurrence of the first activity the second activity always occurs. The always-before relation corresponds to the precedence constraint in Declare.

- \( R^{nt}_L \subseteq (A \times A) \) is a symmetric never-together relation such that
  \[
  ((a, a') \in R^{nt}_L) \Leftrightarrow \left( \forall \sigma \in L. (\sigma\{a\} = \langle \rangle) \lor \sigma\{a'\} = \langle \rangle \right),
  \]
  that is, two activities are related by \( R^{nt}_L \) if and only if they do not occur together in any trace. The never-together relation corresponds to the non co-existence constraint in Declare.

- \( R^{df}_L \subseteq (A \times A) \) is a directly-follows relation such that
  \[
  ((a, a') \in R^{df}_L) \Leftrightarrow \left( \exists \sigma \in L. \sigma\#\langle a, a' \rangle > 0 \right),
  \]
  that is, two activities are related by \( R^{df}_L \) if and only if an occurrence the first activity can directly be followed by an occurrence of the second. The directly-follows relation has no counterpart in Declare.

- \( C^{df}_L \in (A \times A) \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) is a directly-follows counter such that
  \[
  C^{df}_L(a, a') = \sum_{\sigma \in L} \sigma\#\langle a, a' \rangle,
  \]
  that is, \( C^{df}_L \) returns for every pair of activities how often an occurrence of the first activity is directly followed by an occurrence of the second in the entire log.

- \( C^{sum}_L \in A \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) is a sum counter such that
  \[
  C^{sum}_L(a) = \sum_{\sigma \in L} |\sigma\{a\}|,
  \]
  that is, \( C^{sum}_L \) returns for every activity how often this activity occurs in the entire log.

- \( C^{min}_L, C^{max}_L \in A \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) are min and max counters such that
  \[
  \left( C^{min}_L(a) = \min_{\sigma \in L} |\sigma\{a\}| \right) \land \left( C^{max}_L(a) = \max_{\sigma \in L} |\sigma\{a\}| \right),
  \]
  that is, \( C^{min}_L, C^{max}_L \) returns for every activity the minimal (maximal) number of occurrences of this activity in any trace. Together, \( C^{min}_L \) and \( C^{max}_L \) are related to the existence, absence, and exactly constraints in Declare.
4. Visualization

We will visually represent a log skeleton as a graph, where the extended set of activities are the nodes of the graph, and the relations are the edges of the graph.

Figure 1 shows the visual representation of the extended activities for the log $L_1$, where $|$ denotes $\alpha$ and $\llbracket$ denotes $\omega$. The top of the node $a$ contains the activity name, that is, $a$. The bottom of the node $a$ contains, from left to right:

- $a'$, where $((a, a') \in R_{eq}^{L_1}) \land (\forall a'' \in T \ ((a, a'') \in R_{eq}^{L_1}) \Rightarrow (a' \leq a''))$, that is, $a'$ is the smallest (in a lexicographical way) equivalent activity.
- $C_{\text{sum}}^{L_1}(a)$, that is, the number of times $a$ has occurred in the extended log.
- $C_{\text{min}}^{L_1}(a) .. C_{\text{max}}^{L_1}(a)$, that is, the interval with the minimal and maximal numbers of times the activity has occurred in any extended trace. If $C_{\text{min}}^{L_1}(a) = C_{\text{max}}^{L_1}(a)$, we simplify this interval to $C_{\text{min}}^{L_1}(a)$.

The color gradient of the node also indicates the equivalence class: Different color gradients indicate different equivalence classes. If we run out of color gradients, or if color gradients are hard to distinguish, the smallest equivalent activity can still be used to decide whether two activities are equivalent: Two activities are equivalent if and only if they have the same smallest equivalent activity.

Both the always-after relation $R_{aa}^{L_1}$ and the always-before relation $R_{ab}^{L_1}$ are visualized after a transitive reduction on these relations, as this possibly removes a lot of redundant edges in the graph.

Figure 2 shows the visual representation of both always relations for the log $L_1$. As examples, activity $a_4$ is always after activity $a_1$, activity $a_5$ is always after activity $a_4$, and, as a result, $a_5$ is always after $a_1$; and activity $a_1$ is always before activity $a_4$, activity $a_4$ is always before activity $a_5$, and, as a result, $a_1$ is always before $a_5$. 
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Fig. 3: The combined visual representation of both always relations for activity log $L_1$.

Fig. 4: The visual representation of the never-together relation $R_{nt}^{L_1}$ for activity log $L_1$.

Note that in both representations the open box on the edge indicates the point of view for the “always” part whereas the direction of the arrow indicates whether it is “after” (open box at tail) of “before” (open box at head). As a result, we can combine both representations into a single representation. Figure 3 shows the combined visual representation of both always relations for the log $L_1$. In this visualization, the single arc from $a_4$ to $a_5$ captures both the always-after relation (the open box at $a_4$) and the always-before relation (the open box at $a_5$).

Figure 4 shows the visual representation of the never-together relation for the log $L_1$. Apparently, only activities $a_7$ and $a_8$ are related by this.

Figure 5 shows the visual representation of the directly follows relation $R_{df}^{L_1}$ for the log $L_1$, which includes the number of how often in the extended log one activity was directly followed by another. As examples, activity $a_3$ is 10 times directly followed by activity $a_2$ but never the other way around, while $a_2$ is 13 times directly followed by

Fig. 5: The visual representation of the directly-follows relation $R_{df}^{L_1}$ for activity log $L_1$. 
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Fig. 6: The combined visual representation of the entire log skeleton $S(L_1)$ for activity log $L_1$.

Activity $a_4$ and 7 times the other way around. Note that for the latter, we used different arc heads to indicate which number belongs to which direction: The first number corresponds to the triangular head while the second number corresponds to the vee-shaped head.

We can combine all these different representations into a single representation. Figure 6 shows the combined visual representation of the entire skeleton $S(L_1)$ for the log $L_1$. In this representation, an always relation may conflict with a directly follows relation from one activity to another. As an example, after $a_1$ there is always $a_4$, and $a_1$ is directly followed 7 times by $a_4$. In case of such a conflict the always relation has higher priority, and will cause the directly-follows relation not to be shown.

The default log skeleton for an activity log will, however, not be the log skeleton that shows all relations, as we believe this adds too much clutter (too much edges) in the graph. Instead, the default log skeleton will contain only both always relations, as these typically provide the most useful information.

5 Classification

As mentioned in the Introduction, log skeletons are primarily used to classify whether some activity trace conforms to an activity log. An activity trace conforms to an activity log if the trace could have been generated by the same process that generated the log. Consider, for example, the activity log $L_1$ and the activity trace $\langle a_1, a_4, a_5, a_7 \rangle$. Could this trace have been in $L_1$ as well? To check this, we first define when one log (like $L_1$) subsumes another log (like the log containing only one trace $\langle a_1, a_4, a_5, a_7 \rangle$).

**Definition 9 (Log subsumes log).** Let $L$ and $L'$ be two activity logs over some set of activities $A \in \mathcal{A}$ such that $\alpha, \omega \in \mathcal{A} \setminus A$. The log $L$ subsumes the log $L'$, denoted $L \sqsupseteq L'$, if and only if the following conditions hold:

- If two activities are equivalent, always-after, or always-before in the subsuming log, they are also equivalent, always-after, or always-before in the subsumed log:

\[
\forall R \in \{ R_e, R_{aa}, R_{ab} \} \quad \forall (a, a') \in \mathcal{T} \quad \left( (a, a') \in R_{\mathcal{T}} \Rightarrow ((a, a') \in R_{\mathcal{T}'}) \right)
\]


If one activity directly-follows another activity in the subsumed log, it is also directly-followed in the subsuming log:

\[ \forall a, a' \in \mathcal{A} \left( (a, a') \in R^\text{df}_\mathcal{F} \right) \iff \left( (a, a') \in R^\text{df}_\mathcal{F} \right) \]

Note that for the last property we assume the so-called \( \alpha \)-completeness of the log, and that for this property the implication works the other way around.

To be able to effectively check choice constructs, we include filtered logs into the subsumption relation. For example, consider what would happen if we would remove all traces that contain \( a_7 \) and \( a_8 \). It seems obvious that the model contains a mandatory choice between \( a_7 \) and \( a_8 \), as the following properties hold:

- \( (a_7, a_8) \in R^\text{df}_\mathcal{F}_1 \), that is, \( a_7 \) and \( a_8 \) never occur together.
- \( C^\text{sum}_{L_1}(a_7) + C^\text{sum}_{L_1}(a_8) = |L_1| \), that is, together \( a_7 \) and \( a_8 \) occur as many times as there are traces in the log.

From this, we can conclude that in every trace either \( a_7 \) occurs or \( a_8 \). Although for this mandatory choice this conclusion seems rather straightforward, for other mandatory choices this is less straightforward. For this, consider \( a_2 \) and \( a_3 \). Of course, for these activities, we could argue that \( C^\text{sum}_{L_1}(a_2) + C^\text{sum}_{L_1}(a_3) = C^\text{sum}_{L_1}(a_5) \), but why \( a_5 \) (and why not, say, \( a_4 \))?

To avoid this, we use a simple filtering scheme, and include this into our subsumption relation. For example, consider what would happen if we would remove all traces from \( L_1 \) that contain \( a_7 \). The remaining traces would then all contain \( a_8 \)!

As a result, in the filtered log, \( a_8 \) would become a mandatory activity, and be equivalent to \( \alpha \) and \( \omega \). Something similar holds for \( a_2 \) and \( a_3 \). If we would remove all traces from \( L_1 \) that contain \( a_2 \), then in every remaining trace \( a_2 \) would happen equally often as \( a_5 \) (or \( a_4 \)).

The key here is that by filtering, some relations between remaining activities appear that were not there in the entire log. Instead of having to decide how the equality should look like for some mandatory choice, we can simply remove any set of activities. At some point in time, we will have removed all alternatives in a mandatory choice, leaving only the remaining choice as a mandatory activity.

**Definition 10 (Filtered log).** Let \( L \) be an activity log over some set of activities \( \mathcal{A} \) such that \( \alpha, \omega \in \mathcal{A} \setminus \mathcal{A} \), and let \( A^{\text{req}}, A^{\text{fbd}} \subseteq \mathcal{A} \) such that \( \mathcal{A}^{\text{req}} \cap A^{\text{fbd}} = \emptyset \). The filtered log on both set of activities, denoted \( L \pm (A^{\text{req}}, A^{\text{fbd}}) \), is defined as

\[
\left[ \sigma \mid (\sigma \in L) \land \left( \forall a \in A^{\text{req}} \sigma[\{a\}] \neq \emptyset \right) \land \left( \forall a \in A^{\text{fbd}} \sigma[\{a\}] = \emptyset \right) \right],
\]

that is, \( L \pm (A^{\text{req}}, A^{\text{fbd}}) \) contains all traces that contain every activity from \( A^{\text{req}} \) (the required set of activities) and no activity from \( A^{\text{fbd}} \) (the forbidden set of activities).

**Definition 11 (Log subsumes trace).** Let \( L \) be an activity log over some set of activities \( \mathcal{A} \) such that \( \alpha, \omega \in \mathcal{A} \setminus \mathcal{A} \), and let \( \sigma \) be an activity trace over the same set of activities. Log \( L \) subsumes trace \( \sigma \), denoted \( L \supseteq \sigma \), if and only if

\[
\forall A^{\text{req}} \subseteq \mathcal{A} \left( \forall A^{\text{fbd}} \subseteq (A \setminus A^{\text{req}}) \left| L \pm (A^{\text{req}}, A^{\text{fbd}}) \supseteq \sigma \pm (A^{\text{req}}, A^{\text{fbd}}) \right. \right),
\]
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that is, if and only if for all valid subsets of required and forbidden activities the projected subsuming log subsumes the projected subsumed log (which contains only one trace $\sigma$).

As an example, consider the question asked earlier: Is the trace $\langle a_1, a_4, a_5, a_7 \rangle$ subsumed by the log $L_1$? It can be checked that the log $L_1 \pm (\{\}, \{\})$ subsumes the log $[\sigma] \pm (\{\}, \{\})$. Hence, without filtering, we would not be able to say that $\sigma$ is not subsumed by $L_1$. However, if we check whether the log $L_1 \pm (\{\}, \{a_2\})$ subsumes the log $[\sigma] \pm (\{\}, \{a_2\})$, that is, with $a_2$ as the only forbidden activity, we would be able to say so. Figure 7 shows a log skeleton for that case, which shows that $(a_3, a_5) \in R_{eq}^{L_2}$, where $L_2 = L_1 \pm (\{\}, \{a_2\})$. However, $(a_3, a_5) \notin R_{df}^{L_3}$, where $L_3 = [(a_1, a_4, a_5, a_7)] \pm (\{\}, \{a_2\})$. As a result, log $L_1$ does not subsume the trace $\langle a_1, a_4, a_5, a_7 \rangle$.

Having the subsumption relation in place, the classification becomes simple: If the log subsumes the trace, then the trace is classified as positive, otherwise as negative. It is straightforward to check that a log always subsumes any trace it contains: $\forall \sigma \in L \supseteq \sigma$.

In Definition 9 the implication for every universal relation ($R_{eq}$, $R_{aa}$, and $R_{ab}$) goes from left to right while the implication for the only existential relation ($R_{df}$) goes from right to left, and from Definition 11 it is clear that after filtering all filtered traces are still contained in the filtered log. As a result, a trace from the log itself will always be classified positive.

### 6 Implementation

The log skeleton model and its visual representation have been implemented in the ProM 6 package called LogSkeleton\(^1\). After having imported an activity log in ProM 6, this log can be visualized by the Log Skeleton Filter and Browser plug-in. Figure 8 shows the default skeleton visualization for activity log $L_1$. In the middle of the visualization, we see the log skeleton that was constructed from the extended log. The rounded box with yellow background on the bottom shows details for the visualized skeleton, which includes the name of the log it originates from, which activities were selected, and

---

\(^1\) See [https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/Packages/LogSkeleton/Trunk](https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/Packages/LogSkeleton/Trunk) for the sources.
which relations were selected, and some more. This way, all relevant information on how to reconstruct this skeleton and its visualization is at hand.

At the right-hand side, from top to bottom, we see:

1. A **View Activities** multi-selection box, which allows the user to select which activities (including the artificial activities) to visualize. By default, all activities are selected.
2. A **View Constraints** multi-selection box, which allows the user to select which relations (or constraints) to visualize. By default only the *always* relations are selected.
3. A checkbox that allows the user to group edges in the visualized graph into hyper edges.
4. A button that allows the user to visualize the current skeleton with all selections in a separate window. This may be handy if the user wants to keep the skeleton and selections for later use.

At the left-hand side, from top to bottom, we see (we use $L$ for the original log):

1. A **Required Activities Filter** multi-selection box, which allows the user to select the set of required activities $A_{req}$. As filtering in the artificial activities makes no sense (they are always present in any trace), these artificial activities are not included in this box.
2. A **Forbidden Activities Filter** multi-selection box, which allows the user to select the set of forbidden activities $A_{fbd}$. As filtering out the artificial activities makes no sense (they are always present in any trace), these artificial activities are not included in this box. This filter can be combined with the **Required Activities Filter**, which results in the filtered log $L_{\pm}(A_{req}, A_{fbd})$.
3. An **Activity Splitters** two-column table, which is out-of-scope for this paper.
4. A button that allows the user to construct a new skeleton from the log obtained through the selected filters and splitters.
7. Process Discovery Contest

We used the implementation to participate in the Process Discovery Contest (PDC) of 2017. However, we participated in a way that also included manual steps. In the end, this resulted in a 100% correct classification, that is, all 200 traces were classified correctly. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the fully-automated part of the approach, as this makes the comparison to fully-automated discovery algorithms possible.

The PDC of 2017 contained ten test cases $C_1, \ldots, C_{10}$, where every test case $C_i$ consisted of a system $S_i$ and four logs: A training log $L_0^i$, a first calibration log $L_1^i$, a second calibration log $L_2^i$, and a test log $L_3^i$. Every training log $L_0^i$ was generated using the system $S_i$, although noise was added for some test cases to these training logs. Provided only the logs (the systems were not disclosed), the participants had to classify every trace in the test log $L_3^i$ as positive if it could be generated by the system $S_i$, and as negative otherwise. The participants could use the calibration logs to improve on their approach.

Every training log contains 1000 traces, every calibration log contains 10 positive and 10 negative traces, and every test log also contains 10 positive and 10 negative traces. 5 out of 10 training logs contained noise in 200 out of 1000 traces, where the noise was limited to having truncated traces, that is, 200 traces were incomplete in such noisy training logs. Furthermore, for every test case it was given which special constructs (loops, duplicates, long-term dependencies, etc.) were used by that test case.

The classification of the calibration and test logs is done in an automated way. Basically, this classification works by taking a trace $\sigma$ from any of these logs and the corresponding training log $L_0^i$, and to check whether $L_0^i$ subsumes $\sigma$. If so, then $\sigma$ is classified as a positive trace, otherwise as a negative trace. However, in certain aspects the implementation deviates a bit from the formalization.

First of all, the implementation does not check any possible set of required and/or forbidden activities (see Definition 11), as this would take too much time. Instead, the implementation limits the numbers of required and forbidden activities to at most 3. In Definition 11, this means adding the additional requirement $|A_{req}| + |A_{fbd}| \leq 3$.

Second, if a filtered log does not subsume a filtered trace because of the $R_{df}$ (directly follows) relation, we want to have some support in the filtered log. In Definition 11, this means adding the additional requirement that $|L \pm (A_{req}, A_{fbd})| \geq 16$, that is, the filtered log should contain at least 16 traces.

Third, it is known that each calibration log and each test log contains 10 positive traces and 10 negative traces. As a result, the implementation stops classifying traces as negative if we already have classified at least 10 traces as negative. However, we want to classify those 10 traces as negative of which we are most certain. As an example, we consider a violation of the equivalence relation to be more important than a violation of the directly-follows relation. For this reason, the implementation checks the relations used for the subsumption in the following order:

1. The equivalence relation $R_{eq}$ and the always relations $R_{aa}$ and $R_{ab}$ on the entire log.
2. The equivalence relation $R_{eq}$, first with one required or forbidden activity, then with two, and last with three.
Table 2: Classification results for the PDC of 2017. “+” denotes a positive classification, “eq”, “aa”, “ab”, and “df” denote a negative classification because of the $R_{eq}$, $R_{aa}$, $R_{ab}$, and $R_{df}$ relation (see Definition 9). A shaded (red) background denotes a false classification, no background denotes a true classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_1$</th>
<th>$C_2$</th>
<th>$C_3$</th>
<th>$C_4$</th>
<th>$C_5$</th>
<th>$C_6$</th>
<th>$C_7$</th>
<th>$C_8$</th>
<th>$C_9$</th>
<th>$C_{10}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{11}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{12}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{13}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{14}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{15}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{16}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{17}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{18}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{19}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{20}$</th>
<th>#true</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eq ab + ab + eq ab ab eq +</td>
<td>+ + ab + + + + + eq df</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ ab + + + ab + ab ab +</td>
<td>df eq eq + + + eq + + ab</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aa + + + eq + eq ab + +</td>
<td>aa + + + ab + eq eq ab</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df + eq + + ab + ab + +</td>
<td>df + eq + aa + ab eq aa</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ eq + eq ab + eq ab + eq</td>
<td>+ + + eq ab eq eq + +</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ab + aa + + eq + ++ +</td>
<td>+ ab eq ab eq ++ aa ab aa</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ aa + + + aa ++ aa +</td>
<td>aa + + + df ab ab aa ab aa</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ + + ab eq + eq + ab eq</td>
<td>ab + + + + + ab eq eq ab</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eq eq ab + + eq eq + eq eq</td>
<td>eq + ab + + ab + + + +</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eq aa df ++ + ab + ab + ab</td>
<td>+ + ab + ab + + + +</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The always relations $R_{aa}$ and $R_{ab}$, first with one required or forbidden activity, then with two, and last with three.

4. The directly-follows relation $R_{df}$, first with one required or forbidden activity, then with two, and last with three.

As soon as 10 or more traces have been classified as negative, the remaining traces will be classified positive and the implementation stops. As a result, the directly follows relation is only checked if from the other (stronger) relations no 10 traces could be classified as negative.

Table 2 shows the result of the classification: 194 out of 200 traces were classified correctly! The two false negatives are a result of filtering both logs and apparent incompleteness of the logs. For trace $\sigma_{17}$ of case $C_4$ the activities $a$ and $f$ are forbidden, after which a log containing 113 traces remains. In this filtered log, activity $r$ is always before activity $w$, that is, $(w, r) \in R_{ab}$. However, in trace $\sigma_{17} = \langle k, o, b, t, w, m, r, u, l, h, n, t, s, i \rangle$ this is not the case, as the only $r$ occurs after the only $w$. Similarly, for trace $\sigma_{15}$ of case $C_4$ the activity $a$ is forbidden, after which a log containing 112 traces remains. In this filtered log, activity $b$ is always before activity $f$, that is, $(f, b) \in R_{ab}$. However, in trace $\sigma_{15} = \langle u, q, e, i, p, a, j, f, b, d \rangle$ this is not the case, as the only $b$ occurs after the only $f$. As we feel that the 113 and 112 traces are sufficient to conclude these after-before relations from, we conclude that a perfect set of training logs should have contained traces like $\sigma_{17}$ and $\sigma_{15}$, which would have prevented the discovery of these, apparently false, relations.

The four false positives originate from the fact that we fail to detect them as negatives. Apparently, the discovered log skeletons abstract too much from the logs or are hindered too much by the noise to be able to conclude that these traces are indeed negative. As an example, consider the trace $\sigma_4 = \langle a, c, i, q, p, o, j, q, b, q, i, o, g \rangle$ of case $C_5$. Because of the noise in this log, we cannot detect that activities $b$ and $d$ are equivalent, that is, $(b, d) \notin R_{eq}$. If we would remove the noise from this log, which would corre-
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Fig. 9: Default log skeleton for the log $L^{10}_1$.

Fig. 9: Default log skeleton for the log $L^{10}_1$.

spond to removing the traces that do not contain $d$, then $b$ and $d$ become equivalent and then trace $\sigma_4$ would be classified as a negative. However, removing this noise would have been a manual step, and would not have fitted the fully-automated approach.

The results of the participating fully-automated discovery algorithms ranged between 139 and 153, where the Inductive Miner (which is the current de facto fully-automated process discovery algorithm) scored 147. This clearly shows that our fully-automated approach outperforms all participating fully-automated discovery approaches. The results also show that in particular the case $C_{10}$ is a problem for our approach, as of the 6 false classifications, 4 were from this case. Figure 9 shows the default log skeleton for the corresponding training log.

8 Conclusions

This paper has introduced an approach to classify event logs. Given an event log and a trace, this approach provides a fairly good classification whether or not this trace could have been in this log. Where using current state-of-the-art fully-automated discovery algorithms like the Inductive Miner [7] allows one to classify 147 traces out of 200 correctly, our fully-automated approach allows one to classify 194 out of 200 correctly.

For this classification, our approach uses log skeletons as models. A log skeleton contains information on the structure in the log using a number of relations, like an equivalence relation and always-after and always-before relations. Some of these relations correspond to existing Declare [4] constraints: The always-after relation corresponds to the succession constraint and the always-before relation to the precedence constraint. Nevertheless, the equivalence relation has no direct counterpart in Declare, although it implies the co-existence relation. As such, there are strong links between the log skeletons and Declare. Another difference with Declare is that the classification check for log skeletons also includes filtering the log: A trace conforms to an event log
if the skeleton of the log subsumes the skeleton of the trace, and if this also holds for the trace and the log after some activities have been filtered in or out.

As classification is used by the Process Discovery Contest (PDC) [5] to measure the effectiveness of discovery algorithms, this begs the question whether our construction algorithm of log skeletons is not a very effective discovery algorithm. So far, the classification using these log skeleton models classify much better than the models as discovered by existing fully-automated discovery algorithms. And, on top of that, the construction algorithm for log skeleton works reasonably fast, fast enough to implement if in ProM 6 [8] as an event log visualizer.

We participated with the log skeleton approach to the PDC of 2017, but not with the fully-automated variant. Instead, we used a variant that included manually configured preprocessors for every event log. These preprocessors included requiring and forbidding activities, and the splitting of so-called duplicate activities. In the end, these preprocessors improved the classification to a perfect classification for this Contest: all 200 traces were classified correctly. To add these preprocessors to the fully-automated variant requires the fully-automated deduction of these filters and/or splitters from the event log at hand. In the future, we hope to be able to add such a feature to the fully-automated variant.

Other future work includes the conversion from a log skeleton model to a more mainstream model like a BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) [11] model or a Petri net [6]. Although our classification was the best, in the end, we did not win the PDC of 2017 because the jurors considered the BPMN models of a competitor to be more insightful.

Our log skeleton approach is sensitive to noise: One missing activity might break an always-before and/or an always-after relation, and one missing or one spurious activity might break an equivalence relation. For the PDC of 2017, the effect of noise was fortunately limited, as only the last part of the trace might be missing. As a result, the always-before relation was still dependable. However, for arbitrary logs, noise may be a problem. A possibility could be to introduce near-equivalence relation and near-always relations, but such relations might break the nice property we now have that traces contained in the log itself will always be classified positive. Another idea could be to actually use log skeletons to filter out noise: If by removing a trace from the log, the equivalence relation or an always relation improves, while all other relations do not get worse, then this trace might indeed contain noise. For example, we could check whether the equivalence relation gets more coarse if we would remove a trace.

Finally, a possible explanation why the classification using log skeletons works way better than the classification using procedural models, like BPMN models and Petri nets, is that there is a strong bias within the discovery community for using these procedural models. As a result, the organizers of the PDC may also be biased towards these models, which may result in training logs and test logs that are constructed to be especially difficult for these models, but not for models like the log skeletons. If so, the presented fully-automated approach using log skeletons can be used by the organizers of the PDC to improve on this.
8. CONCLUSIONS
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